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- ensure common priorities & goals by doing a stakeholder analysis first - Febi Barnes asks the panel "how do we facilitate multi-sectoral collaborations for Disaster Resilience at the University of NSW & Coordinator of the UNSW Resilient Regional Government representatives & Australian Red Cross = "it's about providing Qld disaster management research framework = aims to link research with disaster evidence-based practice - Rifai

Enables evidence-based practice - Rifai

session – Dr Allison Rifai, Executive Manager-Research and Communication, IGEM Research – Murray

Partnerships are key to building knowledge for translation, guidance, improving

#HEAL2022

– Murray

"Partnerships are key", she says –

They ran their third Hackathon this year, where top three sustainability projects are

with medical students across Australia - Goh

hear to talk about Partnerships: the future of healthcare #HEAL2022

#HEAL2022

– @ElenaSchak

partnership.

Uncle Nannup recalls a quote he grew up with.

The spirits that came out of the darkness into the light to care for land. We're still

#HEAL2022

#HEAL2022

Uncle Nannup shares with us importance of country.

Uncle Noel Nannup begins with some scene setting and welcome.

Thanks

#HEAL2022

2023

#HEAL2022

Premier and Cabinet – Ingerson

academics and Aboriginal representatives from conservation groups and Dept of

The SOE report, due to be handed to SA Government at end of 2023, is produced by

For the first time, the SA State of the Environment report 2023 is going to include

rights

- litigation (challenge decisions in court)

#HEAL2022

Application of the law happens in local government all the way up to Federal

environment to Australian laws.

Moulds

#HEAL2022

#HEAL2022

On the other side of political ideological, the social, economic & cultural rights = the

#HEAL2022

Environmental rights & human rights: what we've seen so far about universal human

public health of at-risk groups and communities disproportionately impacted by

lens with speakers from research, industry and environment.

acknowledgement to Kaurna people and housekeeping.

First up, I'll be joining the Sth Australian session, chaired by

@the_frogs_pond

Alison Barrett